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Options
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Review and Readings



Last time we talked about spreads. Time series analysis; Other types of models (O-U, random effects); Cointegration; and, Fundamental types of spreads.



Today’s Readings: Options Chapter 4 and 5 (review), 6, and 12 of Geman. Chapter 12 of CBOT Handbook (optional).
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Introduction



Tonight we will discuss options. In particular, we will discuss: Basics and Vanilla Options (review); Modifications to Black-Scholes-Merton; Exotic and Spread Options; and, Real Options.
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Options Basics
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Notation



There are some bits of notation to get straight. St = underlying price; K = strike price; r = risk-free rate; σ = volatility (annualized) of log-returns; (X )+



= X if X > 0, else 0;



Φ(d) = P(z < d) for a standard normal z ∼ N(0, 1); T = time at which option expires (in years); t = time now (in years); and, T − t = time to option expiry (in years).
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Options



An option gives holder right to buy/sell underlying asset. Does not oblige holder to take action, however. Holder exercises right if worthwhile.



Options reference price, yield, or other underlier “price.” Options exercised on expiry date only are European. American options may be exercised any time until expiry.



For many options, benefit is based on strike price. Strike divides price space into positive/negative value. (Holders only take an action giving them positive value.)
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Options and Puts and Calls



Seller (writer) of an option cannot choose to exercise. Writer is obliged to provide holder’s chosen benefit. Writers expect to be paid premium for this service.



Call options allow buying underlier at strike price. Put options allow selling underlier at strike price. For strike K , underlier price St , expiry at T : Call expiry value: (ST − K )+ ; put expiry value: (K − ST )+ . Payout graphs are typical “hockey2 sticks.” Note call − put = (ST − K )+ − (K − ST )+ = ST − K .
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Put-Call Parity



It turns out the five prices we use are related: Prices of calls and puts expiring at T (Ct,T , Pt,T ); Prices of underlier and strike (St , K ); and, Price of money — interest rate t → T (r ).



Arbitrage argument (with all typical assumptions): At t: buy underlier @ St , put @ Pt,T ; sell call @ Ct,T . At T : get ST + (K − ST )+ − (ST − K )+ = K . Thus no arbitrage price of combo is Ke −r (T −t) .



Put-call parity: Ct,T − Pt,T = St − Ke −r (T −t) .
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Drift and Diffusion Assume underlier follows simple drift and diffusion SDE3 : dSt = µSt dt + σSt dWt



(1)



So4 log(ST ) − log(St ) ∼ N(µ(T − t), σ 2 (T − t))? No. Geometric Brownian motion; correct drift by −σ 2 /2.



Then log(ST ) ∼ N(log(St ) + (µ − σ 2 /2)(T − t), σ 2 (T − t)). Subtract log(K ) from each side to get price distribution: log(



ST St σ2 ) ∼ N(log( ) + ( µ − )(T − t), σ 2 (T − t)). |{z} 2 K K



(2)



=r



3 4



A stochastic differential equation. The log’s, we use are always natural log’s — aka loge or `n.
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The Risk-Neutral World



Life is easier if we work in the risk-neutral world. Example: Risky 1Y bond pays off $1000 w.p 0.8, $800 else. E(payoff): $800. Suppose r = 0.02. Risk-neutral world: discount @ r ; P=$800e −0.01 =$792.04. Physical world: discount $1000 @ higher rate due to risk. Physical world: P=$1000e −0.2331 =$792.04.



In general, finding the physical discount rate is hard. Hence we shift distribution so we discount w/risk-free rate.
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Black-Scholes-Merton (1973) Model Then in the risk-neutral Q world5 : 2



log( SKt ) + (r − σ2 )(T − t) √ ) = Φ(d2 ); PQ (ST > K ) = Φ( σ T −t



(3)



2



log( SKt ) + (r + σ2 )(T − t) √ EQ (ST |ST > K ) = St Φ( ) σ T −t = St Φ(d1 ).



(4)



Thus the Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) model: Ct,T =



St Φ(d1 ) − Ke −r (T −t) Φ(d2 ) . | {z } | {z }



EQ (ST |ST >K )



5



(5)



PV (K )·PQ (ST >K )



Put price follows: Pt,T = Ke −r (T −t) Φ(−d2 ) − St Φ(−d1 ). Sort of a complicated DCF valuation. UIC Liautaud The risk-neutral world only discounts by r .
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Black-Scholes-Merton: Complications



Results work reasonably well for European, many index options. However, prices are rarely log-normal; kurtosis usually > 3. Commodities: remember convenience yield; B-S-M = lower bound.



American options: must consider value of “early exercise.” Often must price American and exotic options numerically. Numerical pricing typically done via tree or simulation. Improvement: using proper (risk-neutral) distribution; can be tough. What if arbitrage pricing arguments do not hold?
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Numerical Pricing of Options



Tree/lattice pricing: considers branching (rejoining?) scenarios. 2



√



Up vs down: St = St−1 e (r −σ /2)∆t±σ ∆t . Approximate ∆ and other “Greeks” via subtrees.



Monte Carlo simulation: simulate many price paths; average payoffs. √ iid Simulation i: Si,T = S0 + σW T Zi,T ; Zi,T ∼ N(0, 1). P N Then, call value: E (CT ) = e −rT N1 i=1 (Si,T − K )+ Greeks: ∆ possible; others require simulating those factors.



May model geometric process (underlier price) as here. . . . . . or may model arithmetic (spread, possibly negative) process.
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Commodity-Relevant Option Models Can modify Black-Scholes-Merton model for commodities. Merton (1973) model: dividend yield (like convenience yield). Commodity options: holding benefit yh , storage cost c.



Ct,T = St e −(yh −c)(T −t) Φ(d1 ) − Ke −r (T −t) Φ(d2 ) log(St /K ) + (r − yh + c + √ σ T −t √ d2 = d1 − σ T − t.



d1 =



σ2 2



(6)



)(T − t)



Black (1976) model: Options on futures maturing at T1 > T . Ct,T = e −r (T −t) [Ft,T1 Φ(d1 ) − K Φ(d2 )] σ2



d1 =



log(Ft,T1 /K ) + 2 (T − t) √ σ T −t
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√ d2 = d1 − σ T − t.
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Sensitivities and Risk Factors



We might trade options because we think they are mispriced. Or, we might be a market maker carrying options inventory. In these cases, hedging risk factors is critical. Analyze option price sensitivity to factors ⇒ exposures. Use derivatives of option price V wrt factor (greeks). ∆ = ∂V ∂S ; often Φ(d1 ) (underlier exposure); ∂2V Γ = ∂S 2 = ∂∆ ∂S (indicates frequency of adjusting ∆ hedge); θ = ∂V (time decay); ∂t ∂V ρ = ∂r (related to DV01); vega = ∂V ∂σ (exposure to 1% σ change).
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Implied Volatility



What if we turn pricing upside-down? Find volatilities which would imply market prices.



Why would we do this? Volatility is the one parameter whose value we never see. But we see prices, so we examine implied volatilities.



If we plot implied volatilities versus K , often see a curve. Volatility curve partly due to using normal distribution. True distribution has fatter tails; B-S-M is lower bound. Also caused by leverage effects and risk aversion.
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Volatility Curves



Volatility curves adjust B-S-M for invalid assumptions.



ATM



K



Smile for stocks pre-1987 crash K



ATM



Impl. Vol.



Impl. Vol.



Impl. Vol.



Impl. Vol.



Impl. Vol.



Impl. Vol.



Curves may exhibit a smile or smirk.



K



Smirk for stocks post-1987 crash K



ATM



K



Smirk for commodities K



Note leverage, reverse leverage, risk aversion effects. Often fit volatility curve and then use it for pricing.
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Beyond the Volatility Curve Plot implied volatilities vs. K , T to get volatility surface. Surface profile typically flattens as T ↑.



If we think surface is roughly stationary, can try to fit it. May want fit to have smooth first, second derivatives.



Can create a dynamic volatility model which implies curve. Heston (1993) stochastic volatility model:



p Σt St dWtS p dΣt = a(b − Σt )dt +γ Σt dWtΣ {z } |



(8)



dSt = rSt dt +



dWtΣ ·



OU mean reversion S dWt = ρ



(9)



(ρ > 0 ⇒ leverage effect).



(10)
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Exotic Options
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Exotic Options



American, European options often called vanilla options. In contrast, exotic options involve different payoffs. Payoffs may involve extra optionality or price history. Payoffs may be on oddly-behaved underliers like spreads6 .



Exotic options used in commodity markets include: Asian options; Barrier options (knock-in, knock-out); Quanto options; Exchange options; Spread options; and, Swing options.



6



UIC Liautaud Spreads behave oddly because they can assume negative values.
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Asian Options Asian options pay based on the average underlier price. m



1 X St ; AT = m



T = tm .



(11)



t=1



At expiry, call pays (AT − K )+ ; put pays (K − AT )+ . Asian options are useful for business which: Process a stream of foreign currency cashflows; Buy/sell underlying (e.g. natural gas/electricity) daily; Hedge with indices using arithmetic averages (e.g. oil); or, Hedge risks for less liquid (manipulable) underliers.



Floating strike Asian options less common: (St − At )+ . Asian options usually cheaper than vanilla; average less volatile.
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Asian Options: Pricing



Pricing Asian options: complicated; no closed-form formula. Price on a tree/lattice; approximate ∆ via subtrees. Use Monte Carlo simulation of average prices. Approximate E (AT ) and σAT , then use Black-Scholes: 2



σ m E (AT ) = S0 exp(yh − c − 250×2 ) if 250 trade days/yr. q m σAT = σS0 250×3 if 250 trading days/yr.



If 365 trading days/yr (e.g. electricity) use 365. Day j of averaging period: change above for days left (m → m − j); Change strike: K˜ = K − mj Atj ; Atj = day 1–j average; and, Change underlier price: S1 → Sj .
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Barrier Options



Barrier options: like plain options which are activated/killed. Knock-in options activate when underlier reaches price KI . Knock-out options killed when underlier reaches price KO .



N.B. A knock-in + knock-out = plain option (parity relation). May be used as less-expensive versions of plain options; or, May hedge conditions in production/supply contracts.
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Quanto Options Quanto options have different underlier, strike currencies. Strike is in currency desired by option holder. Thus option hedges underlier and currency risk. Accounting for underlier–FX correlation is crucial.



Payoff involves FX Xt : (St Xt − K )+ call; (K − St Xt )+ put. For commodity, only slightly modified from Merton (1973): Ct,T = St Xt e −(y −c)(T −t) Φ(d1 ) − Ke −r (T −t) Φ(d2 ) log(St Xt /K ) + (r − y + c + √ σ ˜ T −t √ d2 = d1 − σ ˜ T −t q σ ˜ = σS2 + σX2 + 2ρSX σS σX . d1 =



Make sure to get FX “from” and “to” correct! Dale W.R. Rosenthal (UIC)



Commodities (Fin 418)



σ ˜2 2



(12)



)(T − t)
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Exchange Options Exchange options let holders exchange one asset for another. e.g. Switch fuel oil for natgas, natgas for electricity. Captures idea that producers might have choices of inputs.



Let S1,t , S2,t be cash prices of commodities. Option value to exchange commodity 2 for commodity 1: S1,t S2,t Φ(d1 ) − (y −c )(T −t) Φ(d2 ) e (y1 −c1 )(T −t) e 2 2 2 log(S1,t /S2,t ) + (y2 − y1 − c2 + c1 + σ˜2 )(T − t) √ d1 = σ ˜ T −t √ d2 = d1 − σ ˜ T −t q σ ˜ = σ12 + σ22 + 2ρ1,2 σ1 σ2 .



Ct,T =



(13)
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Spread Options Spread options are simply options on spreads. However, spreads behave differently from other underliers. Spreads can assume zero and negative values. Also, properly constructed spreads may be stationary.



Thus pricing spread options is different from other options. In general, no known formula; price via trees or simulation. Simulating makes most sense since spread dynamics are key. To simulate strongly-reverting-spreads as O-U process: r −2λT ¯ + σW 1 − e ST = S¯ + e −λT (S0 − S) ZT . |{z} 2λ



(14)



∼N(0,1)
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Swing Options



Most options give price flexibility: possibly better price. Swing options give volume (underlier quantity) flexibility. Often accompany baseload agreement for q¯ daily.



Swing options are exercised over time (the exercise period). Thus they are similar to Asian options in some respects. Let qt = excess quantity delivered on day t. Swing options may limit daily amount, # times qt 6= q¯. For example: [m ≤ qt ≤ M]\{0} for m < 0 < M. This might reflect a “take or pay” (TOP) agreement.
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Swing Options: Pricing



Pricing swing options is more complicated than Asian options. Must use trees or Monte Carlo simulation. However, we need to track two variables: St and Qt . Strategically allocate delivery under stochastic demand.



If we use a tree, must be “deep” (cone-like). One dimension for St , another for Qt . (Demand too?) Thus each time has a matrix of possible (St , Qt )’s.
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Real Options
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Real Options



Real options are option-like decisions we can make. May be embedded in contracts; typically, give possibility of: Starting, stopping, canceling, or abandoning; Increasing, decreasing, lengthening, or shortening; Switching assets.



Examples of real options: Reactivate/lease a gold mine? Inject natural gas into storage? Start and run peaker plant to create electricity? Build reformer to allow option to create more gasoline? Purchase more oil in later months at agreed price?
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Real Options: Valuation



Valuing real options is usually done in one of many ways: Comparative analysis; Discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis; Monte Carlo simulation analysis; Using option models for similar options; or, Stochastic optimization.
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Comparative Analysis of Real Options



Comparative analysis is straightforward: Find similar projects/decisions; Find values given for those projects/decisions; and, Interpolate/extrapolate to estimate the real option value.



Problems with comparative analysis: Might not find valuations for similar options; and, Somebody still has to price real options you reference.
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DCF Analysis of Real Options



DCF analysis is common method for valuing decision/project: Approach is simple: Estimate/predict future cashflows; and, Compute net present value (NPV) of those cashflows.



This neglects two key questions: What rate do we use for DCF analysis? What horizon do we analyze to?
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DCF Analysis of Real Options: Problems



These key questions hint at weaknesses of DCF analysis. Rate could be: CAPM-derived risk premium; or, Company’s weighted-average cost of capital (WACC).



This does not even begin to consider term-structure of rates. Analysis/investment horizon is equally thorny: What if horizon/final cashflow time is random? What if option exercise affects investment horizon?



DCF analysis also neglects current market prices, volatility.
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Monte Carlo Simulation Analysis of Real Options



Monte Carlo analysis of real options involves: Simulating random factors (together) which affect cashflows; Determining DCF value of each simulation’s cashflows; and, Finally, averaging those simulated values7 .



Pro: Simulation approach is intuitive, flexible. Con 1: Valuation may require significant computation. Con 2: no greeks (useful to estimate value of deal changes).



7



UIC Liautaud If tail events are important, might need to do importance sampling.
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Analyzing Real Options Using Option Models



Can also use Black-Scholes-Merton and related models. This is called a real options approach8



A real options approach requires regularity conditions: 1 2 3 4 5 6



8



Option must have starting, ending dates t0 < T ≤ ∞. Risk factors S1 , S2 , . . . must be clearly identified. S1 , S2 , . . . must be continuously traded (for hedging). Must have stochastic process models for S1 , S2 , . . .. Must know exact option form (e.g. exercise type, payoff). Option cannot violate market completeness, measurability.



UIC Liautaud Real options and a real options approach are different. Confusing, eh?
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Real Options Approach: Assumptions



Obviously, these assumptions do not always hold. However, the approach is more robust to certain violations. In general, the most critical assumptions are: Having traded risk factors; and, Being able to model those prices with stochastic processes.



Option often differs from solved/solveable model forms. Thus we may need to try various models and guess/average.
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Valuing Real Options by Stochastic Optimization



Can also value real options by stochastic optimization. Traditional optimization assumes inputs are deterministic: P −r (T −s) Maximize Vt = T s=t+1 Cs e −r Subject to Vs ≥ Vs+1 e ≥ 0 ∀s < T Stochastic optimization works with random inputs: P −r (T −s) ) Maximize Vt = E ( T s=t+1 Cs e Subject to Vs ≥ Vs+1 e −r ≥ 0 ∀s < T Cs ∼ . . . , r ∼ . . . Especially useful if decision variables are constrained.
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Example: Value of Gold Mine Lease



Consider leasing a gold mine for ten years. Mine can produce 10,000 oz./year; extraction costs $650/oz. Cash gold @ $900/oz; futures ≥1Y @ $880/oz; vol. = 30%. WACC = 8%; risk-free rf = 3%; storage c = y conv. yld. P10 $880−$650 DCF: $250 = $15.6 MM. t=2 1.08 + 1.08t Real options approach: Annuity of one-year options. NPV of one-year options = $16.3 MM. Quarterly9 : DCF = $15.2 MM, real options = $20.0 MM.



Production constraints: use tree or stochastic optimization. If gold ≤ $650/oz., DCF valuation deeply flawed.



9



UIC Liautaud I interpolated between cash and futures for 3M–9M.
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The Road Ahead



We’ve talked about options. Next: a tour of modeling, then risk management and investing. Risk management; and, Commodity investing and off-exchange trading. Readings For Next Lecture: Chapter 20 of Dunsby, et al. Chapter 8 of CBOT Handbook (optional).
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